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Abstract Visuomotor adaptation is mediated by errors
between intended and sensory-detected arm positions.
However, it is not clear whether visual-based errors that are
shown during the course of motion lead to qualitatively
different or more efficient adaptation than errors shown
after movement. For instance, continuous visual feedback
mediates online error corrections, which may facilitate or
inhibit the adaptation process. We addressed this question
by manipulating the timing of visual error information and
task instructions during a visuomotor adaptation task.
Subjects were exposed to a visuomotor rotation, during
which they received continuous visual feedback (CF) of
hand position with instructions to correct or not correct
online errors, or knowledge-of-results (KR), provided as a
static hand-path at the end of each trial. Our results showed
that all groups improved performance with practice, and
that online error corrections were inconsequential to the
adaptation process. However, in contrast to the CF groups,
the KR group showed relatively small reductions in mean
error with practice, increased inter-trial variability during
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rotation exposure, and more limited generalization across
target distances and workspace. Further, although the KR
group showed improved performance with practice, aftereffects were minimal when the rotation was removed.
These findings suggest that simultaneous visual and proprioceptive information is critical in altering neural representations of visuomotor maps, although delayed error
information may elicit compensatory strategies to offset
perturbations.
Keywords Visuomotor adaptation !
Visuomotor rotation ! Feedback ! Vision !
Knowledge-of-results

Introduction
During goal-directed reaching, sensory information about
the spatial location of the target is used to plan and initiate
accurate movements (Ghilardi et al. 1995; Vindras and
Viviani 1998). This requires sensory signals about target
location to be transformed into an internal reference frame
that can be used to specify the appropriate muscle forces
required to complete the movement (Soechting and
Flanders 1989; Tillery et al. 1991; Desmurget et al. 1998).
For visually defined targets, this process appears to be
mediated by a ‘‘visuomotor map’’ of the relationship
between extrinsic visual coordinates and intrinsically
specified motor commands (Cunningham and Welch
1994). However, when we interact with a novel tool, such
as a computer mouse, or perform within a virtual reality
environment, the relationship between visual information
and motor commands can be unfamiliar and unpredictable.
Upon initial exposure to such situations, the visual-detected
movement trajectory deviates from the planned trajectory,
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resulting in an error between visual information about hand
location and the desired target location. While this error
information is utilized to correct the ongoing movement, it
also serves to update the current visuomotor map (i.e.,
‘‘visuomotor remapping’’ occurs), which allows errors to
be reduced on the subsequent movements.
Visuomotor adaptation is mediated largely by visualdetected movement errors with respect to the intended
movement goal (Wolpert and Miall 1996; Tseng et al.
2007). However, it is not clear how error information
mediates trial-to-trial learning. For instance, visuomotor
adaptation tasks are often performed with continuous
visual feedback made available in each trial (Ghilardi
et al. 2000; Prager and Contreras-Vidal 2003; Krakauer
et al. 2005; Wang and Sainburg 2005, 2006; Schaefer et al.
2009), or with visual feedback limited to the end-phase of
motion, near movement termination (Choe and Welch
1974; Bedford 1989, 1993; Ghahramani et al. 1996;
Vindras and Viviani 2002). In both cases, a deviation in the
displayed hand position from the predicted hand position is
detected during movement. Alternatively, error information about a recent movement can be displayed after the
movement has been completed, as is the case with
knowledge-of-results (KR). When KR is shown as a static
hand-path, it provides the same amplitude error that continuous visual feedback provides. Therefore, if the amplitude, but not the timing of error information is important
for the adaptation process, then the extent of adaptation
should be the same during conditions in which the handpath is provided during the movement or delayed until after
the movement is complete. In support of this notion, KR of
even a single hand position (i.e., final position) has been
shown to sufficiently mediate adaptation to altered visuomotor gain displays and facilitate generalization of the
learned transformation to untrained target locations
(Vindras and Viviani 2002). Conversely, KR is not
equivalent to continuous visual feedback for adaptation to
visuomotor rotations (Hinder et al. 2008, 2010). In contrast
to the gain experiment, where finger location was accurately depicted during veridical movements (Vindras and
Viviani 2002), subjects controlled cursor motion by
applying elbow torques to a manipulandum during the
rotation experiment (Hinder et al. 2008, 2010). This
required visuomotor transformations of elbow torque to
cursor motion for baseline conditions, potentially interfering with adaptation to the rotation when KR was provided.
As a result, it is not clear whether this current discrepancy
in findings reflects variations in experimental design or
qualitative differences in visuomotor gain and rotation
adaptation. Adaptation to gain perturbations results in
remapping of scaling factors that readily generalize to
untrained target directions, while adaptation to rotation
perturbations results in remapping of reference axes that
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show limited generalization to untrained target directions
(Pine et al. 1996; Krakauer et al. 2000).
One possible advantage that concurrent visual feedback
may provide over KR is the ability to correct errors during
the course of movement. Upon initial exposure to a visuomotor rotation, online error corrections bring the cursor
successfully to the intended target. The process of correcting movements could serve to inform the visuomotor
map, possibly by providing efference copy information of
the distance error between the visual-detected hand position and target, or by providing proprioceptive information
about hand location when the target is reached. Recent
work has shown visuomotor adaptation during rapid outand-back reaching tasks, which did not allow for online
motor corrections (Krakauer et al. 2000; Tong and Flanagan
2003; Caithness et al. 2004; Miall et al. 2004; Mazzoni and
Krakauer 2006), and when perturbations were introduced
gradually (Kagerer et al. 1997; Klassen et al. 2005), such
that movement errors were not consciously detected and
online corrections were not obvious. While these results
suggest that online motor corrections are not required for
adaptation, they do not discount the possibility that such
corrections might facilitate or inhibit adaptation relative to
conditions where motor corrections are absent.
The goal of the current study was to determine whether
the timing of movement error information and the occurrence of online motor corrections affect adaptation to novel
visuomotor transformations. We addressed the ambiguity
of previous findings by testing whether KR was sufficient
to mediate adaptation to visuomotor rotations when
reaching was not confounded by additional visuomotor
transformations (i.e., finger and cursor positions were
aligned during baseline conditions). Subjects were assigned
to one of three feedback regimens and were repeatedly
exposed to a visuomotor rotation. One group of subjects
was shown KR, indicated by a static representation of their
hand trajectory after each trial was completed. Another
group received cursor feedback during the course of
motion, but was instructed to refrain from correcting their
initial movement plan. Finally, a third group of subjects
received cursor feedback during the course of motion and
was instructed to correct their movements within each trial.
If the amplitude, but not the timing of the movement error
is important for learning, then all groups should show
similar extents of visuomotor adaptation. We also predicted
that the group that was encouraged to initiate online corrections would show faster learning and/or a greater extent
of learning, if motor corrections facilitate visuomotor
adaptation. It is important to note that we distinguished
visuomotor remapping from other strategies that might
compensate the rotation (e.g., cognitive strategies or
associative learning) by assessing reductions in movement
errors and movement variability with practice; these are
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hallmarks of learning that are shown in a variety of motor
learning tasks (Deutsch and Newell 2004; Mosier et al.
2005; Cohen and Sternad 2008). We further assessed the
extent of adaptation in two additional sessions. The first
session tested generalization of the learned rotation to
different distance targets and to different areas of workspace. The third session assessed after-effects following
removal of the rotation perturbation. After-effects are
directional errors that are opposite to the imposed rotation
and provide evidence for visuomotor remapping (Kagerer
et al. 1997; Bock 2005; Mazzoni and Krakauer 2006;
Hinder et al. 2008; Zarahn et al. 2008).

Methods
Subjects
Subjects were 25 neurologically intact adults (11 men, 14
women), aged from 18 to 28. Every subject completed a
35-item version of the Edinburgh handedness inventory
(Oldfield 1971), and only those classified as right-handers
were used for the experiment. All subjects gave informed
consent prior to the start of the experiment, which was
approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board of
the Pennsylvania State University (IRB #15084).
Experimental apparatus
Subjects sat in an adjustable chair facing the experimental
apparatus (Fig. 1a). The right arm of the subject was
positioned just below shoulder height and was supported by
a sled, connected to an air jet system, which reduced the
effects of gravity and friction. Subjects were fitted with an
adjustable arm brace and chest restraint to minimize
movements of the wrist, trunk and scapula. The arm was
covered and the lights were turned off, such that subjects
could not view their arm movements. Instead, a start circle,
target and cross-hair cursor, representing index fingertip
position, were projected onto a horizontal back-projection
screen. A mirror, located below this screen and just above
the arm, reflected the visual display such that it was perceived to be in the same horizontal plane as the arm and
fingertip. In order to assure that this projection was veridical, the screen was calibrated prior to the start of the
experiment. Positions and orientations of the measured
segments were sampled using a Flock-of-Birds (FoB;
Ascension-Technology) magnetic 6 degree-of-freedom
movement-recording system. One FoB sensor was fixed to
the forearm support, and a second sensor was attached to
the upper arm segment via an adjustable plastic cuff. Each
sensor was approximately positioned at the center of each
arm segment. The positions of three bony landmarks were

Fig. 1 a Lateral and top view of the experimental apparatus. b
Experimental task was a center-out reaching task with eight 15 cm
targets oriented radially around a center start location (open circle)
and separated by 45". c For the generalization session, distance trials
consisted of 22.5 cm targets oriented with respect to the baseline start
location and workspace trials were oriented with respect to a new
start location that was displaced 25 cm to the right of the baseline
start circle

digitized using a stylus that was rigidly fixed to a FoB
sensor: index fingertip, the lateral epicondyle of the
humerus and the acromion, directly posterior to the acromio-clavicular joint. These positions remained constant
throughout the experimental session, relative to the sensors
attached to each arm segment. As sensor data were
received from the FoB sensors, our custom software
computed the three-dimensional position of the index fingertip. The table surface defined our X–Y plane, and thus,
we used the recorded X–Y coordinates of the fingertip
position to project a cursor onto the screen. The cross-hair
cursor (1.5 cm in diameter) was projected on the screen at
a rate of 85 Hz. Screen redrawing occurred fast enough to
maintain the cursor on the index fingertip throughout the
sampled movements. Data were digitized at 100 Hz using a
Macintosh computer, which controlled the sensors through
separated serial ports, and stored on disk for further analysis. Custom computer algorithms for experiment control
and data analysis were written in REAL BASICTM (REAL
Software, Inc.), C (CodeWarriorTM) and IGOR ProTM
(WaveMetrics, Inc.).
General task
As depicted in Fig. 1b, subjects completed a center-out
reaching task with eight equal-spaced targets (2 cm
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diameter) located 15 cm from a central start location (open
circle; 1.5 cm diameter). Prior to the start of each trial, one
of the 8 targets was displayed on the screen in a pseudorandom sequence. Subjects were instructed to bring the
cursor (i.e., fingertip) into the start circle, and following an
audiovisual start signal, to move rapidly and accurately to
the displayed target. At the end of each trial, the cursor
disappeared and points were awarded for final position
accuracy. Final position errors of \1 cm were awarded 10
points, those between 1 and 2 cm were awarded three
points, and final position errors between 2 and 3 cm were
awarded 1 point. Between trials, cursor feedback was
restricted to within 2 cm of the start center. In order to
initiate a new trial, subjects returned their finger to the start
center.
Sessions and groups
Each subject performed four sequential sessions: a prerotation session (80 trials), a rotation session (192 trials), a
generalization session (96 trials) and a post-rotation session
(80 trials). Sessions were further divided into epochs (16
trials each) for the purpose of analysis.
Pre-rotation session
Baseline performance was assessed during the pre-rotation
session. All subjects received the same forms of visual
feedback and task instructions, so as to have comparable
baseline performance measures. Continuous cursor feedback
(CF) was shown during the movement, and knowledgeof-results (KR) was displayed as a static representation of
the hand-path after each trial was completed. Subjects were
instructed to initiate error corrections in order to reach the
target.
Rotation exposure session
A visuomotor rotation was applied to all trials. This
transformation rotated the screen cursor by 30" (clockwise
direction), with respect to the start location. During the
rotation session, subjects were assigned to one of three
experimental groups, which varied the form of visual
feedback and task instructions. Two groups received CF,
but did not receive KR. One CF group was instructed to
initiate error corrections during the course of motion
(corrections; CFc group; 8 subjects), while the other CF
group was instructed to refrain from initiating error corrections during the course of motion (no corrections; CFnc
group; eight subjects). The third group did not receive CF,
but instead received KR at the end of each movement (KR
group; nine subjects). The KR group was instructed to
reach their final position and to remain there until the KR
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was displayed. This allowed comparisons between KR and
the proprioceptive position of the arm.
Generalization session
The visuomotor rotation was applied to all trials in the
generalization session. Visual feedback conditions and
task instructions varied by group assignment (see ‘‘Rotation exposure session’’). In addition to the normal target
array, catch trials to untrained target locations were randomly interspersed every 5–7 trials, in order to assess
how adaptive strategies generalized outside of the
immediate training space. During catch trials, either a
farther distance target was shown (distance trial) or the
start circle and target were displayed in a different area of
the workspace (workspace trial). Task instructions did not
differ from normal rotation conditions. We hypothesized
that if subjects learned a remapping of movement direction, then generalization should occur for both types of
catch trials. In contrast, subjects could strategically offset
the linear discrepancy between finger and cursor positions
(Sarlegna and Sainburg 2007). In this case, generalization
should be complete for workspace trials, but incomplete
for distance trials because the linear discrepancy is larger
for distance trials than for the original target array.
Finally, if subjects developed a local adaptive strategy
(e.g., with respect to the original start location) then
generalization should be incomplete for workspace trials.
Figure 1c shows a sample of each type of catch trial.
Distance trials consisted of a new target located 22.5 cm
from the central start location. Workspace trials consisted
of a new start location and target that were displaced
25 cm to the right of the original start location and target
array. Similar to the original display, between-trial feedback was restricted to within 2 cm of the newly transposed start location. In total, there were eight distance
trials and eight workspace trials (two each to four target
directions; 45", 135", 225", 315").
Post-rotation session
The post-rotation session was identical to the pre-rotation
session and was utilized to assess after-effects following
adaptation. Performance was measured under baseline
conditions, and all subjects received both CF and KR.
Instructions were to initiate error corrections to reach the
target during each movement.
Kinematic data
The 3D position of the index finger was calculated from the
sensor position and orientation. All kinematic data were
low-pass filtered at 8 Hertz (3rd-order, dual pass
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Butterworth) and differentiated to yield velocity and
acceleration values. Peak velocity was calculated as the
maximum in tangential velocity. The onset of movement
was defined by the last minimum, which was \5% of the
peak tangential finger velocity, prior to the maximum in
tangential finger velocity. Similarly, movement termination
was defined by the first minimum, which was \5% of the
peak tangential finger velocity, following the maximum in
tangential finger velocity or the peak corrective response.
We first calculated hand-path curvature, final position
error, movement time and peak velocity during initial
exposure to the rotation (rotation exposure session; first
epoch). This was done to validate that subjects complied
with instructions to correct or not correct errors during
movement. To calculate hand-path curvature, the major
axis of the hand-path was defined as the largest distance
between any two points, and the minor axis of the handpath as the largest distance perpendicular to the major axis.
Hand-path curvature was then calculated as minor axis
divided by major axis (Bagesteiro and Sainburg 2002;
Sainburg 2002), such that a hand-path curvature of zero
indicated a straight line. Final position error was calculated
as the distance between the hand location at movement
termination and the center of the target. Movement time
was calculated as the total time from movement start to
movement termination.
Trial-to-trial learning is generally reflected by reduced
movement errors and reduced variability with practice.
Thus, visuomotor adaptation was assessed by two measures of performance: initial direction error and variable
initial direction error. Initial direction error was measured
with respect to a reference line connecting the center of
the start location and the accurate final position (i.e., the
center of the target for baseline trials and the position that
would bring the cursor to the center of the target for
visuomotor rotation trials). Initial direction error was
calculated as the angular deviation of the line connecting
the starting position of the hand and the position of the
hand at peak tangential velocity from the reference line.
Positive values indicated hand-paths that were directed
clockwise to the reference line, while negative values
indicated hand-paths that were directed counterclockwise
to the reference line. For variable initial direction error,
we first determined the mean initial direction error for
each subject, session and epoch. Variable initial direction
error was calculated as the absolute value of the difference in initial direction error for each individual trial and
the mean value corresponding to the same subject, session
and epoch.
Finally, in order to assess generalization of learning, we
calculated the angle generalized (%) for each subject. We
first determined the extent to which the visuomotor rotation
angle was learned for each subject (Alearn):

Alearn ¼ 30 # Aerror
where Aerror is the mean initial direction error for the last
eight trials in the rotation session. We then calculated the
angle generalized (%gen):
!
!
%gen ¼ ðð30 # !30 # Agen !Þ=Alearn Þ & 100
where Agen is the initial direction error for a given trial in
the generalization session (distance or workspace trial).
Angle generalized (%) is not an absolute measure of generalization, but instead, was calculated relative to each
subject’s performance at the end of the rotation session.
Statistical analysis
First, in order to validate that our group manipulations
resulted in significant differences in the hand-paths,
reflecting the presence and absence of motor corrections,
we utilized a 1-way ANOVA with group (CFc, CFnc, KR)
as the between-subject factor. In order to assess adaptation
between groups, we wanted to compare performance under
baseline conditions to performance during the early and
late trials of the rotation session, and with performance
immediately following the removal of the rotation, in the
post-rotation session. Therefore, we compared the transition points between the pre-rotation, rotation and postrotation sessions, hereinafter referred to as the following
epochs: PRE (last epoch, pre-rotation session), EARLY
(first epoch, rotation session), LATE (last epoch, rotation
session) and POST (first epoch, post-rotation session). We
analyzed our dependent measures using two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA with group (CFc, CFnc, KR) as the
between-subject factor and epoch (PRE, EARLY, LATE,
POST) as the within-subject factor. Finally, for the generalization session, which assessed the extent to which
adaptive strategies generalized to farther distance targets
and across the workspace, we utilized a two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA with group as the between-subject
factor and trial type (distance, workspace) as the withinsubject factor. Post hoc comparisons were done using the
Tukey–Kramer HSD (Honestly Significant Difference) test.

Results
Validation of task design
This study was designed to assess adaptation to visuomotor
rotations under three visual feedback regimens: CFc, CFnc
and KR. We first tested whether the CF groups followed
task instructions to correct and not correct errors online.
Typically, upon initial exposure to a visuomotor rotation,
online corrections take the form of large ‘‘hooks’’ near the
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end of each hand-path, which brings the cursor to the target
(Sainburg 2002). Thus, trials with motor corrections (CFc)
should show greater trajectory curvatures, longer movement times and smaller final position errors relative to trials
without motor corrections (CFnc and KR). The results of
ANOVA showed a main effect of group (KR, CFc, CFnc)
for each performance measure [absolute final position
error, F2,24 = 217.3911; p \ 0.0001; trajectory curvature,
F2,24 = 192.8548, p \ 0.0001; movement time, F2,24 =
30.3792; p \ 0.0001] during the first epoch of the rotation
exposure session. As predicted, post hoc analysis showed
that absolute final position error was significantly smaller
for the CFc group (1.47 ± 0.13 cm) than the CFnc
(6.20 ± 0.34 cm) and KR (8.63 ± 0.23 cm) groups
(p \ 0.05, in both cases). Further, trajectory curvature was
significantly greater for the CFc group (0.35 ± 0.02) than
the CFnc (0.11 ± 0.01) and KR (0.06 ± 0.01) groups
(p \ 0.05, in both cases), while movement time was significantly longer for the CFc group (902 ± 42 ms) than the
CFnc (519 ± 26 ms) and KR (637 ± 35 ms) groups
(p \ 0.05, in both cases). Differences in movement time
for the CFc and CFnc groups cannot be attributed to differences in peak velocity. Although there was a significant
group effect for peak velocity [F2,24 = 11.5892;
p \ 0.0005], the CFc group (0.85 ± 0.05 m/s) and CFnc
group (1.01 ± 0.06 m/s) were comparable (p [ 0.05). The
peak velocity of the KR group (0.69 ± 0.04 m/s) was
significantly different from the CFnc (p \ 0.05), but not
the CFc group (p [ 0.05). In summary, our task instructions and feedback manipulations produced significant
differences in the performance of the CFc, and CFnc and
KR groups, which reflected the presence and absence of
online motor corrections, respectively.
General performance: baseline, rotation
and post-rotation sessions
In order to assess adaptation to visuomotor rotations, we
compared performance during a baseline session to performance following initial and repeated exposure to the
rotation. Additionally, we examined performance during a
post-rotation session, where participants were re-introduced to baseline conditions. Figure 2 shows hand-paths
for the pre-rotation (first eight trials; left), rotation (first and
last eight trials; middle) and post-rotation (last eight trials;
right) sessions from representative subjects for the CFc
(top), CFnc (middle) and KR (bottom) groups. Baseline
performance for all three groups was very similar: handpaths were generally straight and accurate. While only the
CFc group showed online motor corrections, as indicated
by the ‘‘hooks’’ in Fig. 2 (top, middle), both the CFc and
CFnc groups exhibited adaptation to the visuomotor rotation. This was indicated by the consistent changes in the
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initial directions of the hand-paths from the first eight trials
of the rotation session (black) to the last eight trials of the
rotation session (gray). This learned rotation was also
reflected in the post-adaptation session, in which substantial after-effects were evident. In contrast, the handpaths of the KR group improved little over the course of the
rotation session, and consistent after-effects were not evident during the post-rotation session.
Motor learning is generally reflected by reduced
movement errors and reduced variability over the course of
many trials. For the current task, differences in final position error would not necessarily reflect learning-dependent
changes in performance, because systematic differences in
this measure were imposed by our task design (instructing
participants to correct or not correct their ongoing movement). Thus, in order to quantitatively assess visuomotor
adaptation, we compared initial direction error and variable
initial direction error of each group during the pre-rotation,
rotation and post-rotation sessions (Fig. 3a). The means
and standard errors of initial direction error for each epoch
demonstrated the incremental changes in performance that
occurred within each group and session (Fig. 3a, left).
Statistical analysis was conducted at predetermined epochs
that were transition points between sessions (gray bands;
Fig. 3a, left). These epochs are isolated and expanded
for ease of comparison in Fig. 3a, right. The results of
ANOVA revealed a highly significant interaction of group
(KR, CFc, CFnc) with epoch (PRE, EARLY, LATE,
POST) for both performance measures [initial direction
error, F6,88 = 11.1323; p \ 0.0001; variable initial direction error, F6,88 = 8.9002, p \ 0.0001]. Therefore, post
hoc analysis (Tukey-HSD) was conducted in order to test
relevant group differences within each epoch and relevant
differences across epochs for each group. The means and
standard errors of initial direction error and variable initial
direction error are summarized in Table 1a and b.
CFc and CFnc groups showed similar patterns
of performance
As indicated in Fig. 3a, top, and reiterated by our post hoc
analysis, the initial direction errors of the CFc and CFnc
groups were statistically comparable across the experiment
(p [ 0.05, in all cases). CFc and CFnc groups showed
small initial direction errors during the baseline session
(PRE epoch), large initial direction errors upon exposure to
the rotation (EARLY epoch), reductions in initial direction
error by the end of the rotation session (LATE epoch), and
negative after-effects following removal of the rotation in
the post-adaptation session (POST epoch). Within each
group, these differences across epochs were statistically
significant (p \ 0.05, in all cases). Variable initial direction
error was largest when the CFc and CFnc groups were

Exp Brain Res
Fig. 2 Sample hand-paths for
the CFc (top), CFnc (middle)
and KR (bottom) groups from
the pre-rotation (left), rotation
(middle) and post-rotation
(right) sessions. For the rotation
session, hand-paths from the
first (black) and last eight trials
(gray) are shown. Gray circles
indicate the visually presented
targets and open circles
represent the locations that
would bring the cursor to the
targets during the rotation task

initially exposed to the rotation and was reduced during the
course of the rotation session to near-baseline performance.
Following removal of the rotation, in the POST epoch,
variable initial direction error showed a slight increase,
which was similar to the effect of initially introducing the
visuomotor rotation, although not as pronounced. Post hoc
analysis revealed that the trend to reduce variable initial
direction error from initial rotation exposure (EARLY
epoch) to late in the adaptation session (LATE epoch)
reached significant levels for the CFnc group (p \ 0.05),
but not the CFc group (p [ 0.05).
The KR group differed in performance from CFc
and CFnc groups
Performance within and across the pre-rotation, rotation
and post-rotation sessions for the KR group showed
marked differences from the CFc and CFnc groups
(Fig. 3a). Initial direction error was near zero and comparable to both CFc groups during the baseline session
(p [ 0.05, in both cases). However, although there was a
significant increase in initial direction error from the
PRE epoch to the EARLY epoch for the KR group
(p \ 0.05), reflecting the imposed rotation, initial direction errors of the CFc and CFnc groups were significantly smaller than the initial direction errors of the KR
group in the EARLY epoch (p \ 0.05, in both cases). As
indicated by Fig. 3b, which shows the means and standard errors of initial direction error for select trials in the

EARLY epoch, this effect reflects adaptive adjustments
in initial direction error for the CF groups, but not the
KR group, within the very first epoch. Still, during the
course of the rotation exposure, initial direction error
was significantly reduced for the KR group (EARLY,
LATE; p \ 0.05). However, initial direction error was
significantly larger during the LATE epoch for the KR
group compared to both CF groups (p \ 0.05, in both
cases). Interestingly, when the rotation was removed in
the post-rotation session, after-effects were not evident
for the KR group. Instead, initial direction error was
comparable to that of baseline performance for the KR
group (PRE, POST; p [ 0.05) and was significantly less
negative than the initial direction errors of the CF groups
for the POST epoch (p \ 0.05, in both cases). Another
interesting finding was that while the KR group showed
some improved performance during the course of the
rotation session, as indicated by reductions in mean
direction error from the EARLY to LATE epochs, this
group showed a substantial increase in variable direction
error during the rotation session. Variable initial direction error for the LATE epoch was significantly larger
than any other epoch for the KR group (p \ 0.05, in all
cases). Further, variable initial direction error was larger
for the KR group than either CF group for the LATE
epoch (p \ 0.05, in all cases).
In summary, it appears that the extent of adaptation, as
measured by initial direction error, was less complete for
the KR group than both CF groups. Interestingly, variable
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Fig. 3 a Initial direction error (top) and variable initial direction
error (bottom; means ± standard errors, across subjects) for the CFc
(black line), CFnc (gray line) and KR (dotted line) groups, shown for
each epoch in the pre-rotation, rotation and post-rotation sessions.
While not shown, the generalization session occurred between the

rotation and post-rotation sessions. Data highlighted with gray bars
are expanded for ease of comparison (right). b Initial direction error
(means ± standard errors, across subjects) for four trials (1, 6, 11, 16)
from the first epoch of the rotation session for the CFc (black line),
CFnc (gray line) and KR (dotted line) groups

initial direction error for the KR group increased during the
rotation session relative to decreased or stable variable
initial direction error for the CF groups. Furthermore, aftereffects were not significant for the KR group compared to
the substantial after-effects of both CF groups. Taken
together, these results suggest that CF and KR lead to
qualitatively different types of visuomotor adaptation and
motor corrections neither facilitate nor inhibit adaptation.

distance targets and across the workspace. Figure 4 shows
distance (left) and workspace (right) generalization trials
from representative subjects in the CFc (top), CFnc (middle) and KR groups (bottom). For the distance trials, the
hand-paths of both CF groups were straight and were
directed such that the rotation was offset at movement
onset, bringing the cursor to the target (open circle).
However, the hand-paths of the KR group were directed
between the direction of the target (gray circle) and the
direction that would compensate the rotation. The CFc and
CFnc groups showed generalization of the learned rotation
angle to the workspace trials, although this was not as
complete as generalization to the distance trials; hand-paths

Generalization
We next assessed the extent to which the adaptive strategies, adopted in the rotation session, generalized to further
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Table 1 a Initial direction error and b variable initial direction error
(means ± standard errors, across subjects) of the PRE, EARLY,
LATE and POST epochs for the CFc, CFnc and KR groups
Phase

Group
CFc

CFnc

KR

a
Initial direction error (")
PRE

-2.6 ± 0.6

-2.9 ± 0.7

EARLY

-1.9 ± 0.3

21.7 ± 1.2

21.5 ± 1.3

27.7 ± 0.5

LATE

4.5 ± 1.4

3.2 ± 0.9

12.6 ± 1.9

POST

-20.8 ± 0.9

-20.6 ± 1.0

-5.9 ± 1.1

b
Variable initial direction error (")
PRE

3.6 ± 0.2

3.8 ± 0.2

3.5 ± 0.3

EARLY

5.6 ± 0.6

8.1 ± 1.9

4.7 ± 0.5

LATE

3.7 ± 0.3

4.3 ± 0.6

9.4 ± 0.7

POST

4.6 ± 0.7

5.6 ± 1.0

4.9 ± 0.4

were directed slightly closer to the target position, and the
CFc group initiated corrections (small ‘‘hooks’’) to bring
the cursor directly to the target. The KR group showed
very-little generalization to the workspace trials. The variability in the directions of the hand-paths was reduced
compared to the distance trials.
As previously reported, adaptation was less complete for
the KR group than either CF group. This was indicated by
larger initial direction errors for the KR group than the CF
groups during the LATE epoch of the rotation session
(Fig. 3a, top right). In order to account for these intrinsic
between-group differences in adaptation, we assessed generalization as a percentage of the learned angle for each
subject (see, ‘‘Methods’’). Figure 5 shows the means and
standard errors of the angle generalized (left), and variable
initial direction error (right) for the CFc (black line), CFnc
(gray line) and KR (dotted line) groups. The angle generalized was greater for the distance trials (D; 91.7 ± 3.3%)
than the workspace trials (W; 72.1 ± 4.3), irrespective of
feedback group. This is consistent with previous studies that
have indicated that generalization tends to degrade with
distance from the training space (Baraduc and Wolpert
2002). Moreover, the angle generalized was greater for the
CFc (89.6 ± 3.9%) and CFnc (89.6 ± 2.9%) groups than
the KR group (68.1 ± 6.1%). This was verified by
ANOVA, which revealed a main effect of group
[F2,44 = 6.9880; p \ 0.05], a main effect of generalization
trial type [F1,44 = 35.094; p \ 0.0001] and no interactions
of group with trial type [F2,44 = 0.2247; p = 0.81]. Post
hoc analysis revealed that the differences between the KR
group and each CF group were significant (p \ 0.05, in both
cases), as were differences between distance and workspace
trials (p \ 0.05). Variable initial direction error was larger

Fig. 4 Sample hand-paths for the CFc (top), CFnc (middle) and KR
(bottom) groups for the distance trials (left) and workspace trials
(right) in the generalization session. Gray circles indicate the visually
presented targets and open circles represent the locations that would
bring the cursor to the targets during the rotation task

for the KR group (6.5 ± 0.6) than the CF groups (CFc,
4.1 ± 0.4; CFnc, 4.4 ± 0.5), but also varied with the generalization trial type. This was also reflected by ANOVA,
which indicated a main effect of feedback group
[F2,44 = 7.7546; p \ 0.05] and an interaction of feedback
group with generalization trial type [F2,44 = 4.8175;
p \ 0.05]. Post hoc analysis conducted within generalization trial types revealed that variable initial direction error
was larger for the KR group than the CF groups for distance
trials (p \ 0.05, in both cases), but not workspace trials
(p [ 0.05, in both cases). In summary, CF leads to more
complete and less variable generalization than KR, while
motor corrections appear to neither facilitate nor inhibit
generalization across distance and workspace trials.

Discussion
This study was designed to determine the mechanisms that
underlie sensory error assessment, as a basis for
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Fig. 5 Angle generalized (left) and variable initial direction error
(right; means ± standard errors, across subjects) for the distance (D)
and workspace (W) trials in the generalization session, shown for the
CFc (black line), CFnc (gray line) and KR (dotted line) groups

visuomotor adaptation. Specifically, we were interested in
whether error information that was made available during
movement might be used differently than error information
presented after movement termination. We tested visuomotor adaptation for different groups of subjects who
received CF or KR. CF groups were instructed to either
correct (CFc) or not correct (CFnc) errors during the course
of motion. Performance for the CFc and CFnc groups was
similar for all aspects of the experiment. Our results indicated that all groups showed reductions in mean direction
error with practice, but that direction error was reduced to a
greater extent for the CF groups than for the KR group.
Moreover, while improvement in performance for the CF
groups was associated with a reduction in the variability of
initial direction errors with practice, the KR group showed
increased variability with practice. The results of the subsequent sessions showed less generalization and significantly smaller after-effects for the KR group than the CF
groups. These findings indicate that qualitatively different
mechanisms underlie adaptation when synchronous error
information is available during the course of movement,
and when asynchronous static information is available
following movement termination.
Motor corrections do not facilitate visuomotor
adaptation
When subjects are first introduced to a visuomotor rotation,
errors arise during the course of motion, and the appropriate motor corrections are initiated to bring the cursor to
the target. Further, errors that arise during each movement
can also be used to modify the initial plan of subsequent
movements, resulting in progressively smaller cursor errors
and online corrections with practice (Roby-Brami and
Burnod 1995; Wang and Sainburg 2005, 2006). The strong
correlation between the extent of learning and the amplitude of online corrections raises the question as to whether
motor corrections, within a given movement, somehow
mediate adaptive corrections, between movements. The
results of the current experiment showed that two different
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groups, which either corrected or did not correct errors
during movement, adapted to similar extents and showed
persistent after-effects when the rotation was removed.
These results are consistent with previous studies, which
have shown that visuomotor adaptation can occur when
within-trial corrections are minimal-to-absent (Kagerer
et al. 1997; Krakauer et al. 2000; Caithness et al. 2004;
Miall et al. 2004; Klassen et al. 2005; Mazzoni and
Krakauer 2006), and further demonstrates that online motor
corrections neither facilitate nor interfere with adaptation.
A recent study also showed similar adaptation to visuomotor rotations during rapid ‘‘shooting’’ movements that
occurred without online corrections, and ‘‘pointing’’
movements that included online corrections (Tseng et al.
2007). Our current results extend those findings by showing
that generalization of the learned rotation angle to further
distance targets and different areas of the workspace is not
improved by online motor corrections.
KR is not equivalent to CF for visuomotor adaptation
While the results of the current experiment suggest that
motor corrections did not affect adaptation, we showed
significant differences between the CF and KR groups
during rotation exposure, generalization and post-rotation
sessions. There is little doubt that continuous cursor feedback-mediated visuomotor remapping during the current
task, as CF groups showed significant improvements in the
initial directions of their hand-paths with practice, substantial generalization across distances and workspace, and
after-effects following removal of the rotation in the postrotation session. Conversely, the group that was provided
KR after each trial showed less improvement with practice
and less generalization than the CF groups, and no significant after-effects when the rotation was removed.
One possible explanation for the lack of after-effects for
the KR group is that the inconsistency in visual feedback
conditions during rotation exposure and post-rotation sessions masked the effects of visuomotor remapping. Aftereffects were tested in a condition that provided continuous
feedback during the course of motion, while only KR was
provided during the rotation exposure session. Therefore,
subjects in the KR group could utilize feedback-mediated
mechanisms to reach the target during post-rotation trials,
possibly negating the need for adaptive processes that were
elicited in response to KR. While this question cannot be
addressed by the current experiment, it is well understood
that after-effects are robust directional errors that occur in
spite of subjects’ awareness that a perturbation has been
removed (Heuer and Hegele 2008). As a result, it seems
unlikely that providing explicit feedback of errors during
the course of motion could bias subjects toward not
showing after-effects. Further, our conclusion that
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visuomotor adaptation differs for the CF and KR groups is
not entirely based on our assessment of after-effects.
Substantial performance differences between groups first
emerged during the course of rotation exposure.
Another possible explanation for differences in the performance of CF and KR groups is that the KR group learned
the rotation while simultaneously maintaining the standard
visuomotor map. This could explain why the baseline visuomotor map was readily accessible during the post-rotation
session (i.e., no after-effects were evident). Further, the
added difficulty of maintaining two separate visuomotor
maps could explain why performance was improved to a
lesser extent for the KR group than the CF groups. We
assessed learning by determining reductions in movement
errors and reductions in movement variability with practice,
which are hallmarks of motor learning (Deutsch and Newell
2004; Mosier et al. 2005; Cohen and Sternad 2008). The CF
groups showed the predicted decrease in movement errors, as
reflected by initial direction error, and variability, as reflected by variable initial direction error. However, improvements in mean performance for the KR group were
associated with increased variability with practice. This
suggests that the KR group did not learn a new visuomotor
map, an idea that is further supported by the lack of aftereffects in the post-adaptation session. Instead, the KR group
may have employed an alternative strategy for reducing
initial direction errors with practice.
Implicit and explicit strategies during visuomotor
adaptation tasks
Implicit processes mediate visuomotor remapping, but
explicit strategies can also be employed to compensate
visuomotor transformations (Redding and Wallace 1996,
2002; Mazzoni and Krakauer 2006). For example, Mazzoni
and Krakauer (2006) instructed subjects to adopt an
explicit strategy to counter a 45" visuomotor rotation by
aiming directly at the neighboring target, oriented 45" in
the direction opposite to the perturbation. While this
strategy initially offset the errors imposed by the rotation,
subjects simultaneously adapted to the neighboring target.
Eventually, the explicit aiming strategy was completely
overridden by the implicit adaptation process. In the current study, the CF groups showed evidence of visuomotor
remapping, while the KR group demonstrated reductions in
initial direction error with practice that were associated
with increased inter-trial variability, and minimal aftereffects following removal of the rotation. We suggest that
KR was not sufficient to mediate visuomotor remapping
(i.e., the implicit adaptation process) and that this group
resorted to an explicit ‘‘guessing’’ strategy to improve
performance. The static hand-path presented after each trial
informed subjects that their current movement strategy did

not result in acquisition of the target. As a result, the KR
group aimed to different locations in the workspace in an
attempt to improve performance. This workspace sampling
increased variability in initial direction error, and on
occasional trials resulted in ‘‘correct’’ responses that
reduced the mean initial direction error. Consistent with the
current pattern of results, subjects in the KR group could
increase workspace sampling throughout the course of the
rotation exposure session, causing variable initial direction
error to steadily increase with practice and mean direction
error to steadily decrease with practice. We showed that the
same strategy could be used to partially compensate the
rotation at farther distance targets. However, for workspace
trials, we showed substantially less generalization and less
variability, suggesting that subjects might utilize the
explicit strategy more readily in the vicinity of the training
space or when the start location has not changed.
Previously, it was not clear whether the timing of visual
feedback was crucial for visuomotor remapping during
adaptation tasks. While KR was shown to be sufficient for
remapping of movement extent in response to altered visuomotor gains (Vindras and Viviani 2002), it was shown to
be insufficient for remapping of movement direction in
response to rotation perturbations (Hinder et al. 2008,
2010). However, the gain experiment utilized a task in
which cursor and finger positions were aligned during
baseline conditions (Vindras and Viviani 2002), whereas
the experimental apparatus in the rotation studies required
a transformation from elbow torque to cursor motion
(Hinder et al. 2008, 2010). While it was plausible that this
secondary visuomotor transformation interfered with
adaptation, the results of the current study, which accurately depicted finger location during baseline reaching,
clearly indicated that KR was not sufficient for visuomotor
remapping of movement direction. This is not entirely
surprising; previous studies have demonstrated that gain
and rotation adaptation are qualitatively different processes
(Pine et al. 1996; Krakauer et al. 2000).
It is not known whether limiting feedback to KR will
elicit explicit strategies to compensate other types of perturbations (e.g., prism and force-field perturbations). Further, provided that explicit strategies for the KR group
were specific to the nature of the perturbation (i.e.,
changing initial direction in response to a visuomotor
rotation), it is difficult to predict what affect this feedback
regimen would have during perturbations not tested in the
current experiment.
Simultaneous visual and proprioceptive information
is critical for visuomotor remapping
Subjects that received feedback in the form of static KR
were unable to learn the visuomotor rotation implicitly, and
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thus, resorted to alternative strategies to improve performance. This finding suggests that the simultaneous discrepancy in visual and proprioceptive information during
movement may be critical for visuomotor remapping.
These sensory inputs provide information about the hand
and target location, and are also used in parallel to plan the
arm trajectory as a vector, in extrinsic coordinates (Pine
et al. 1996; Vindras and Viviani 1998; Krakauer et al.
2000), and motor commands that account for inertial
interactions between the segments (Sainburg et al. 1999),
in intrinsic coordinates (Soechting and Flanders 1989;
Tillery et al. 1991). Recent investigations of the relative
contributions of vision and proprioception to motor planning have indicated that planning of the kinematic features
of movement is more dependent on visual information,
while specification of dynamic control parameters, such as
torque or EMG appear to depend more on proprioceptive
input (Brown et al. 2003a, b; Lateiner and Sainburg 2003;
Sober and Sabes 2003, 2005; Bagesteiro et al. 2006;
Sarlegna and Sainburg 2007). Visuomotor adaptation, as
studied here, requires changing how these two processes
might map onto one another, requiring a systematic change
in the relationship between required joint torques and
intended cursor motion. Our current findings suggest that
this remapping requires concurrent comparisons between
visual and proprioceptive inputs. An important alternative
explanation is that it is not the simultaneity of sensory
signals that is crucial for visuomotor adaptation, but the
dynamic nature of visual information received within each
trial. Recent work by Saunders and Knill (2004) suggests
that both static (i.e., position) and dynamic (i.e., motion)
error signals are utilized during online corrections to visual
perturbations. Dynamic visual cues might also mediate
post-trial adjustments that occur during adaptation. In the
current study, KR was displayed as a static hand-path, and
thus, we cannot rule out this possibility. However, a
number of previous studies have demonstrated adaptation
to visuomotor transformations when visual feedback was
limited to final positions or the area immediately surrounding the target (Choe and Welch 1974; Bedford 1989,
1993; Ghahramani et al. 1996), suggesting that dynamic
visual information is not necessary for adaptation. Further,
our current hypothesis is consistent with previous research
demonstrating that learning-dependent changes in cortical
representations depend largely on the timing of sensory
input (Wang et al. 1995). Monkeys that were trained to
differentiate tactile stimuli that were applied synchronously, but not asynchronously, to the fingers showed
integrated representation of the fingers in the cortex (Wang
et al. 1995). Thus, remapping neural representations of the
periphery appears to critically depend on simultaneity of
the involved modalities. In our current study, we suggest
that concurrent sensory information, provided by visual
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and proprioceptive feedback, was crucial for visuomotor
remapping.
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